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At the new and improved GRID location, shop
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ANYTHING related to tech.

The GRID is at a New Location

Our electronics store, The GRID: Powered by Goodwill, has moved! On Friday,
November 19, The GRID will open at its new location at the Goodwill
Opportunity Campus, located at 5301 Wilkinson Boulevard in Charlotte. The
store will still have just about anything that relates to computers, technology
and gaming – just at a new location.

Come to the Reopening Event!

Join us on Friday, November 19, at 10 a.m., for the grand reopening event!
You'll be the first to shop the new store, and you can enter to win one of the
following prizes:

Oculus Rift Virtual Reality set in original box – used and tested. $349.99
used value!

PS3 250GB The Last of Us Bundle – never opened. $1199 value!

About The GRID

At The GRID: Powered by Goodwill, you'll find just about anything you can
imagine that relates to computers and technology—at Goodwill prices!

Shop
Our technology store carries an unbeatable selection of new, refurbished and
donated tech products, including desktop and laptop computers, printers, flatscreen televisions, audio components, portable chargers, phone and tablet
accessories, retro games, gaming consoles and controllers. You can shop in

store or online!

Donate
When you donate your working or non-working electronics to Goodwill, we'll
either sell those items at The GRID (after wiping all hard drives and fixing any
items that don't work) or we'll recycle them responsibly, ensuring they don't end
up in a landfill. Interested in donating your old electronics? Learn more about
our electronics recycling efforts.

Do Good
All proceeds from the sale of merchandise help fund Goodwill's job training and
employment programs. Chances are, you may know someone we've helped,
thanks to your support.
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